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Gardeniser Pro qualification process
VET systems in Europe, are facing challenges due to the fast-changing skill needs of the labor
market, and to the expectations of individuals. The "shelf-life" of skills is becoming increasingly
short. VET qualifications need to meet the highest quality standards and can be built on, refreshed
and renewed, in order to maintain their relevance in these rapidly changing economies. 
There is a shift which is now focusing on learning outcomes which are an important facilitator of
change. The identification of    specific “Learning Outcomes”, is the core of the European credit
system for VET (ECVET) for promoting the transfer and the development of skills and competencies
across Europe.
 
According to the “Defining, writing and applying learning outcomes” of CEDEFOP, 2017, “the
Learning-outcomes-based frameworks, of what a learner is expected to know, be able to do and
understand at the end of a learning procedure, play an increasingly important role in efforts to improve
the quality and relevance of education and training in Europe”. Learning outcomes statements help to
clarify programs and qualifications intentions and make it easier for those involved – learners,
teachers or assessors – to work towards these expectations. The increased transparency offered,
provides an important reference point for policy-makers, making it easier to judge the match
between society’s needs and the programs and qualifications offered within education and training.
 
Learning outcomes for different purposes
Learning outcomes statements are used in the process of qualification and of professional profiles,
setting qualification Frameworks for a wide range of purposes.
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Qualification profiles and/or standards 

A “professional Profile”, is the formal outcome of the assessment and validation process of achieved Learning outcomes, that have

been grouped in Units each one representing a specific qualification. Therefore, each “professional Profile”, consists of a specific

number of “of learning UNITS’, each one a “qualification”. The acquisition of each of the qualifications nationally or internationally is

validated with the help of ECVET, through the assessment of the achieved learning outcomes of each learning UNIT.

 

Qualification standards define the expected outcomes of the learning process, leading to the award of a full or partial qualification.

In vocational education and training, profiles or standards normally answer questions such as ‘what does the student need to

learn to be effective in employment’ and ‘what does the learner need to learn to become an active citizen, supporting basic human

and democratic values?’A qualification standard is not exclusively about promoting skills relevant to the labor market but must

address a broader set of competencies relevant to life and society in general. It must also consider the changing nature of the

labor market and society and clarify the role of  transversalskills and competencies, for example,those skillsrelated to

communication, social skills and problem-solving.

 

Qualification Frameworks
Qualification frameworks play an increasingly important role in international, national and sector level in Europe. Learning-

outcomes-based frameworks seek to increase transparency and allow for a comparison of qualifications across institutional and

national borders.

A qualification framework classifies qualifications according to a set of criteria for specified levels of learning achieved. It aims to

integrate and coordinate qualifications, as well as improve the transparency, accessibility, and quality of qualifications in relation to

the labor market, education, and training system, and civil society. (The European Qualification Framework February  2018)

Occupational standards
Occupational profiles or standards (5) are normally set outside the education and

training system, by labor market stakeholders, but can have a significant impact on

the way learning outcomes statements are defined and written.Occupational

profiles of standards specify ‘the main jobs that people do’, describing the

professional tasks and activities as well as the skills  required of an occupation.

 

Use of Learning Outcomes in the Gardeniser qualification
Urban/community gardening is more than just planting a seed and watching it

grow. It’s about growing communities, training new leaders, feeding the hungry

and homeless, establishing farmers' markets and working with youth and adults

through gardening.”    In the “Gardeniser Pro” project, a “qualification profile” 

based on a Learning outcomes-based course has been the outcome of the

assessment of specific learning outcomes that a learner has acquired after

attending the course. The course is structured on an interdisciplinary basis, where

a diverse background   is  essential such as the  knowledge of: horticulture, urban

planning, social mediation, economics, and communication, The learning

outcomes are linked to 21  Learning Units that are grouped under three modules

of training. Additionally, there is a work-based training period in the form of an

internship. Every Learning Unit has been credited ECVET points,   which add up to

7,5 ECVET points for the whole course which has a duration of 40 hours classroom

training and 40 hours of an internship . 
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<<Tor Carbone Urban Gardenshosted the internship of the English trainee Elinor Leslie, and hosted the visits of other

trainees from France and Greece.Welcoming the trainees was very stimulating and a unique  opportunity to test the ability

of our community to organise the exchange and to learn from cultures  different from our own. 

 

The initiative had the full approval, not only of the heads of our association, but also of all the other members.

The gardeners participating in the meetings with trainees were happy and enthusiastic to provide information on the

activities carried out and tried to establish, despite some language difficulties, a profitable relationship with the trainees.

Some convivial moments were also organized, useful to strengthen the cooperation. 

 

The trainees working in our urban garden could have the opportunity to experience a context so different then their own,

and had the possibility to understand our peculiar strengths and critical points and, at the same time, to realise that we are

animated by a common intent, the one of protecting and safeguarding our territory. 

Ort9 - Sergio Albani Park Urban Gardens,Rome, from 16th
to 22nd September 2019

The traineeship has been a learning opportunity for all of us, thanks to

the exchange of information and good practices. It has given us the

awareness that in every European country there are people who pursue

similar objectives and have the same feelings when they work outdoors,

when they touch the earth with their hands and when they feel happy

for a seed that sprouts…  

By Franca Rocchi, Tor Carbone Urban Gardens

<<“Ort9 - Sergio Albani Casal Brunori Park”, managed by the association  Vivere In..Onlus, hosted Eleni Dimistraki and

Georgios Bervanakis, 2 Greek trainees, enabling    an exchange of knowledge and experience. What has in fact most

surprised many of the gardeners is how the experience of the Greek trainees is so similar to the one of Ort9 Park: they use

agriculture as a tool for social cohesion and above all for the creation of a community.  
The gardeners of Ort9 Park had the opportunity to exchange their ideas

and experiences with the two Greek trainees about many topics, such as

the need to do training courses to learn how to recognise and use wild

herbs, and the use of social inclusion projects within the urban

agricultural context,. On this last topic, there was also the opportunity to

meet the person responsible    for the social cooperative  Primo Sole-

Percorsi, who manages a social inclusion project which supports three

children with fewer opportunities    and whose      families    are at risk of

addictions.

 

This experience was extremely positive for everybody, an opportunity to

exchange on different topics of common interest, sharing experiences,

problems, solutions, and working ideas.

By Fabio Ecca, Ort9

Tor Carbone Urban Gardens, Rome , from 23rd to 29th
June 2019
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Tre Fontane Urban Gardens, Rome, from 10th to 16th June
and from 23rd to 29th September 2019

<< Our urban garden Orti Urbani Tre Fontanehosted in June 2 French trainees, Vanina Bach and

Jean-Christophe Lahontan, and in September 2 German trainees, Regina Pateck and Sophia

Steng.    To develop strategies, to trace paths, to design activities, to express the sense of

community through participation, all these things are part of the daily life of our associative

reality. In particular, the relational exchange is the more important feature characterizing us. Our

reality is strongly rooted in the territory and it has a natural participatory connotation.I feel I can

say with conviction that the “Tre Fontane” small world has embraced our trainees: the added

value of groups like ours, that are born spontaneously, involves in a natural way every person

coming to us.I believe that thing that has most impressed and interested our trainees, was the combined    and participative , experiences developed
around our garden in the last years. In fact, many of the trainees’ questions were about the development   of our garden and about how all
the projects we have now had been established. 
 
At the same time, all our gardeners enriched themselves with the experiences shared by our trainees. We are all aware that it is possible to
achieve important educational results by sharing and comparing experiences. The common goal now is to maintain this local and European
network, dedicating ourselves to draw together sustainable future paths. >> 

By Alberto Modesti, Tre Fontane Urban Gardens

Orto Urbano Della Musica,Rome, from 23rd to 29th June,
2019 <<What to say about Rome ... a picturesque chaotic metropolis afflicted by atavistic problems

that seem to be unsolvable. Problems that inevitably affect also the world of urban gardens,
born from citizens’ initiative almost in every district of Rome, and for too many years waiting for
a municipality recognition and regulation. These are the premises that have "welcomed" in Rome
Rachael Hemmings from Nottingham (UK), the week from 23 to 29 June for her internship, which
involved me as her gardeniser tutor.  
 
Second day in Rome and immediately… a “nice” strike of public transport happened with all the
consequences of the case, to which us, Rome’s citizens are, perhaps, resigned. The strange thing
is that strikes in Rome are a custom of our Fridays, a bit like “gnocchi” on Thursdays... but this
week the strike fell on Tuesday... what can I say... maybe they did it on purpose to make Rachael
better metabolize our beloved city!But life in Rome goes on, despite strikes and delays and so…
full speed ahead towards the garden of the “Auditorium Parco Della Musica”, lovingly cared for
and looked after by directors, screenwriters, officials, journalists, writers belonging to the
wealthy and intellectually effervescent class of the Flaminio district.

Then, the Roman week of Rachael from Nottingham, continues with the urban gardens of Caritas, set up inside a centre for minors and a
home for poor women with children, thanks to which she had the opportunity to immerse herself in the world of hospitality, integration and
Roman solidarity. Initiatives that, incredible to say, include also outdoor activities, such as the care and cleaning of an urban garden. 
Activities in different urban gardens,in the most disparate neighbourhoods of Rome (rich, poor, popular, workers, intellectuals), have been
alternated with visits to the beautiful “Piazza di Spagna”, “Villa Borghese”, “Via Veneto”. Because, in the end, to know the world of urban
gardens in Rome you have to know first the city through its neighbourhoods and especially its inhabitants, of any colour, of any social
extraction and ideology, which with so much patience and spirit of sacrifice make it unique. 
 
To conclude her week in Rome, an “apericena” (happy hour) under the stars, offered by the friends of the Urban GardensTor Carboneand
then dinner in the heart of “Trastevere where, to my “amazement”, I noticed that in Nottingham they don't know that you have to eat the
carbonara FIRST and then AFTER, the chicory, as a side dish... Well, next time we can have a liquid dinner with a glass of beer at the Irish pub
chosen by Rachael ... >> 
And it really happened, in fact Cristiano was happy to do his internship subsequently in Nottingham, right in the urban garden of Rachael. 

By Cristiano Fedi, Orto Urbano della Musica
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